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Safe Work Practice


Ladders


Accidents and incidents involving ladders cost the Ontario construction industry many lost-time injuries. Over half of all falls in construction involve ladder use. The following are the major causes of ladder accidents:

	Ladders are not held, tied-off or otherwise secured.


	Slippery surfaces and unfavourable weather conditions cause workers to lose footing on rungs or steps.


	Workers fail to grip ladders adequately when climbing up or down.


	Workers take unsafe positions on ladders (such as leaning out too far).


	Placement on poor footing or at improper angles cause ladders to slide.


	Ladders are damaged or defective.


	Ladders are the wrong class for the type of work being done.


	Ladders are toppled by high winds.


	Ladders are carelessly handled or improperly positioned near electrical lines.



Preventing ladder accidents on the jobsite

	Check the ladder to ensure it is Type 1, 1A, or 1AA (i.e., heavy-duty construction/industrial grade). 


	Check for defects and damage before use. Tag and remove from service if damage observed.


	Clear scrap and material away from the base and top of the ladder, since getting on or off the ladder is when the majority of incidents occur.


	Secure the base and the top of the ladder against accidental movement.


	Set the ladder on a firm, level surface. On soft, non-compacted, or rough soil, use a mudsill.


	Single-width job-built ladders are only meant for one worker at a time. A double-width ladder can be used by two workers, providing they are on opposite sides.


	Make sure that rails on ladders extend at least 0.9 metres above the
landing. This allows for secure grip while stepping on or off.


	Position straight or extension ladders one foot out for every 3 or 4 of vertical height, depending on length of ladder.


	Before setting up ladders, always check for overhead power lines.


	Do not position ladders against flexible or moveable surfaces.


	Always face the ladder when climbing up or down and while working from it.


	Maintain 3-point contact when climbing up or down. That means always having two hands and one foot or two feet and one hand on the ladder.


	Keep your centre of gravity between the side rails (e.g., your belt buckle should never be outside the side rails of the ladder).


	When climbing up or down, do not carry tools or material in your hands. Use a hoist rope instead.


	Keep boots clean of mud, grease or any slippery materials which could cause loss of footing.


	When working from a ladder 3 metres (10 feet) or more above the ground or floor, wear a safety belt or safety harness with the lanyard tied off to the structure.


	Never straddle the space between a ladder and another object.


	Never position ladders on top of boxes, carts, tables, or other unstable surfaces.


	Use fall-arrest equipment such as ladder-climbing devices or lifelines when working from long ladders or when climbing vertical fixed ladders.


	Never use ladders horizontally as scaffold planks, runways, or any other service for which they have not been designed.


	Stand no higher than the third or fourth rung from the top. Maintain knee contact for balance.


	Do not splice short ladders together to make a long ladder – the side rails will not be strong enough for the extra loads.


	Do not use ladders for bracing – they are not designed for this type of loading.


	Do not set up ladders in doorways, passageways, driveways, or
any other location where they can be struck or knocked over.


	Never rest a ladder on its rungs. Ladders must rest on their side rails.


	To erect long, awkward, or heavy ladders, get help to avoid injury from overexertion.


	Before erecting, using, or working from ladders, always check for electrical hazards. Never use aluminum ladders near live electrical equipment or wires.



Inspection and Maintenance

Defective ladders should be taken out of service and either tagged for repair or scrapped. Personnel that are competent in this type of work should repair ladders.

	Inspect ladders for structural rigidity.


	Inspect non-skid feet for wear, imbedded material and proper pivot action on swivel feet.


	Replace frayed or worn ropes on extension ladders with type and size equal to manufacturer's original rope.


	Check aluminum ladder for dents and bends in side rails, steps and rungs. Do not use metal pipe to replace a rung. Ladders with bent or damaged rungs must be removed from service


	Check wooden ladders for cracks, splits and rot.


	Check all ladders for grease, oil, caulking, imbedded stone and metal or other materials that could make them unsafe.


